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If like many you’ve not heard the name Steven Wilson before,
bear with me. This Grammy-nominated musician has just
sold out three nights at the Royal Albert Hall (RAH), his most
recent album To The Bone having entered the UK charts at
number three in August 2017 and his tour set to run well into
2019. This was the pitch I got from Mick Freer, head of touring
at Hawthorn, just before last Christmas. “He’s also very
knowledgeable about production equipment,” Freer added,
“he reads magazines like LSi.”
That last comment is manifest in his show - Wilson has found
a talismanic marker for this production and one that can fit in
a suitcase and be taken around the world, making his show
clearly identifiable anywhere.
Having now seen and heard Wilson, I can say it was
a trip worth making - he is a very talented musical magpie,
plundering multiple genres and re-interpreting them with
his own tortured perspective. By his own admission, Wilson
errs towards the bleak. I could say this was music for adults,
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but that’s too narrow a pigeonhole - for me, echoes of the
Mahavishnu Orchestra comfortably rubbed shoulders with
Abba and Can. If you’ve ever wondered what the antidote to
the commoditisation of popular music by a handful of big
corporations is, this is it.
CREW & TOUR MANAGEMENT
I started by asking my host, tour manager Dave Salt, how
a below-the-radar artist like Wilson sells the RAH three nights
running? “It’s not the case that he self-promotes - Steven has
a promoter and an agent - but he looks closely at his market.
He is very hands-on in all aspects of his touring work, as he
is with every other aspect of his career. He writes his own
material, produces, and selects his record company.”
Salt has been Wilson’s tour manager since 2004 and also
takes the production manager role. “I started off with [Status]
Quo in 1989 as a backline tech, moved on to become their
stage manager and eventually became production manager.
When I started with Steven, he was still in Porcupine Tree but
went independent in 2009. It’s a freedom that has allowed
him to focus entirely on his own creative output.”
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Salt continues: “The overall physical hardware design is
quite simple - just a front and back truss, for example - it’s
how you use it that defines the show. By the simple addition
of a 20kW projector and the Holonet screen - which easily
fit within the backline kit we travel everywhere - we have a
readily-identifiable show that is uniquely Steven Wilson’s
current presentation. That’s very important to him and is why
he invests so much of his own money in the video component
of his show. He wants all his fans, wherever they are, even

“It’s been similar on previous tours, we always try to carry
some sort of special effect that identifies the show as
uniquely Steven’s. He always wants to do the same show,
whether that’s for 800 people or 5,000. That said, you’re right he has success without profile, but he has his own vision
and works hard at it, which explains how he gets to play
three nights at the RAH. That means a lot of ‘word of mouth’
recommendation. We know it’s working, because for this tour
we have roughly doubled our ticket sales in Europe and the
UK compared to the last tour.
How does he fund the production? Freer says its Steven’s
name on the cheques . . . “It’s done from income and
he puts it all into the show,” explains Salt. “We all know
recording artists mainly earn their living from live touring
these days - Steven’s latest album will probably get
a bump back up to number five in the charts after these
dates, but it’s the live shows that earn and all production
costs are covered from touring revenues. That’s a good
place to be.”
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What about this insight from Freer about Wilson’s
awareness of tour tech? “As far as the touring technology
is concerned, he listens to new ideas and has an overall
awareness. We look closely at what we can tour that will
keep the show consistent as we take it around the world.
Here, that’s relatively easy because the demand across
Europe is such that taking full production with us makes
good financial sense. But that’s not true for every market and Steve frequently performs one-off shows where it
would not make sense. So as this production travels
abroad, we do what any tour would do and stipulate what
size and type of PA we want and the essentials of the
lighting system, both of which are increasingly easily
available worldwide. We also ask the promoter to provide
the LED back screen.”

in a remote corner of India, to experience the same show
someone coming to the Royal Albert Hall would. That doesn’t
always work 100%, but something like the Holonet and
Panasonic projector are very portable. I could fit the Holonet
in my suitcase with all my clothes. It’s a remarkable piece of
fabric which I believe they developed for exactly this reason:
portability.

Photo: Noah Goodrich / twobytwovideo.co.uk
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CUED FOR THE OCCASION
Tellson James - simply ‘Tellson’ to
everyone who knows him - has been
driving the lighting and video for just
three weeks, even though the tour started
in early February. Parachuted in by Freer,
it’s best not to delve into the whys and
wherefores. The more important issue is
what Tellson has achieved in just three
weeks and how that change will continue
to unfold.
“I have re-programmed most of the
material now, but he (Wilson) does
change the show,” says Tellson. “Here at
the RAH, because he’s playing three
nights, the second show is quite different
from the first. That’s typical if he plays
multiple nights - he recognises many of
his fans come to see both shows, so he
gives them a different experience each
night.”
Lovely idea, but not so great for Tellson
- he joined the tour in Essen, Germany,
a two-nighter of different sets, so not the
easiest jump into a hot-seat contract. At
the RAH, Wilson has inserted songs
Tellson has never heard before - not that
it appears to faze him. I’ve seen him in
action many times before and Tellson is
a focused and competent operator, even
if disguised beneath a throw-away style.
Watching him work is entertainment in
itself.

B From top: Friends reunited: Mick Freer (Hawthorn),
Steve Moles (LSi) and Tellson James (lighting)
David Taylor (tech) and Ian Bond (FOH)
Tour manager Dave Salt
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“I’ve added equipment already,” Tellson
explains. “It was immediately obvious that
the show needed more lights. On the
floor I’ve added half a dozen Claypaky
B-EYE K20s and a bunch of GLP JDC1
strobes, an RGB LED strip light with
a row of really powerful strobe LEDs
through the middle like a stripe. That
makes this a really interesting and useful
instrument”. Talking to Salt later, it’s

evident that Tellson will have the freedom
to make further changes to the inventory
as the tour progresses; this is a long run.
Following the UK dates in late March, the
production goes to the US and Canada in
April, then South America before
returning to Europe for the festival
season, and so on. “We are booking dates
into the new year now”, says Salt.
But back to the lighting. “The main
reason I was brought in was because
Steven Wilson wanted change,”
continues Tellson. “What he was getting
just didn’t feel right on stage.” Freer
ventured that Wilson, whose tours he and
Hawthorn have serviced for five years
now, had a very high standard of
performance and expected similar from
everyone else. “Not that he’s a hard task
master - he’s a very nice man - but he
knows what he wants and that follows all
the way into the production.”
“There were some things in my favour
when I took over,” explains Tellson. “The
video content, which runs in roughly 50%
of the show, is linked to timecode to
trigger the Catalyst media server via my
Full Boar 4 console [High End Systems],
so I’ve some help on the cueing. I’ve gone
through 30 of the songs and there are 35
in the desk, but I will revisit them all over
time. The interesting thing - and this
backs what Mick said about him - is that
Steven will come out front during
soundcheck and give me pointers on the
timing, the spots, where he wants to see
accents and lift. Some are obvious, but
he knows his music better than anyone
else, so the input is really meaningful
because it’s not just the cue point - it’s
his vision for what’s happening in the
music. I make a response based on
familiar markers: the emotion of the
song; the direct lyrical narrative - and his
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songs are very driven by the narrative. To
have his added view on the song’s visual
setting is a big help. I’ve been churning
through two or three songs a-day since
I started and he’s realistic about that and
very supportive.”
He continues: “In terms of the lights I’ve
already added, the B-EYEs are very
powerful; the JDC1 is also a tilting strip,
so I can get lots from both of them.
However, you won’t see so much from
them tonight because I simply haven’t
had time to work in all the potential uses
I see for them, but they’re coming. I first
saw the JDCs on Jamiroquai, a show
designed by Vince Foster, so I know what
they can do and have plenty of ideas.”
Such is the niche pull of Wilson that
Foster was actually here this night. “I did
some shows for him a few years ago and
love his music,” he said. “Tellson is
a lucky man. You can do so much with
this material.”
What of the hardware Tellson has
inherited and so far retained? “The rest of
the rig is Martin MAC Viper Profiles and
Claypaky Sharpy Washes, basically
a front and rear truss. The front truss also
has SGM P5 RGBW LED wash lights as

audience blinders, so there are already
several different colour temperatures out
there.” A small frown passes briefly
across his face as he says this. More
changes are looming . . .
PROJECTION & ANIMATION
“Then there’s the Holonet from Liz Berry’s
company, Hologramica, something
Steven was keen to include in the show,
and a 20K Panasonic laser projector to
feed it.” The Panasonic is barely two
meters downstage of the Holonet, the
projection reflecting back off a mirror
directly in front of the lens. Frequently
used in concert with the Glux LED panel
at the back of stage, it produces some
striking expanded depth video as well as
pronounced 3D renderings of filmed
figures when used on its own. The first
time I’d seen this product, it was
remarkable for its transparency when
drawn across stage and although it was
drawn back for much of the show, I’d
venture this was unnecessary. “The net is
12 metres across and eight high - I really
like it and the impact the projection
brings to Steven’s music,” says Tellson.
“Apart from the obvious need to keep my
lights off it when in use, I find it’s really
not that restrictive to what I want to
achieve.”

“By the simple addition
of a 20kW projector
and the Holonet
screen - which
easily ﬁts within the
backline kit we travel
everywhere with
- we have an
identiﬁable show that
is uniquely
Steven Wilson’s . . .”
- Dave Salt, tour manager
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old Vari-Lite Artisan, the desk I first
trained on, but smaller and more
featured,” explains Tellson. “I could run
any show on this desk, and it’s nice to
programme. When Steven comes out
front and asks whether we can do
something or other, I can respond
instantly - it’s not hard to get anywhere in
the desk.”

“I’m thinking about replacing the Sharpy
Wash on the back truss with more K20s
just because this show needs stronger
effects, but the Vipers are fine. What I like
about Vipers is they are small, much
smaller than a [Vari-Lite] VL3000/4000,
and more pokey. I also have a single MAC
Viper Performance directly above
Steven’s mic stand stage-centre. Toppy
yes, but with not a lot of light out there
I’m happy to have what I have.”
Tellson adds: “Steven is a very
adventurous musician, so song-to-song
I have lots of variation to work with - jazz,
heavy, or progressive in the style of, say,
Pink Floyd - he even has a pop song in his
show. But generally, it’s very moody.”
Early in the show during one of his chats,
Wilson reveals his first album as a high
school student was Pornography by The
Cure. “The first song, One Hundred Years,
opens with the line ‘it doesn’t matter if we
all die’,” he said. Wilson makes light of
the inference, but many of his songs are
dark and deeply emotional. Routine,
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about a woman at home alone, is
accompanied by a stop motion animation
that reveals she had lost her husband
and two sons in a shooting incident. It’s
a beautiful - and I’d wager, expensive piece of animation; coupled to the tidal
surge of Wilson’s music, I confess I was
profoundly moved. Wilson’s music
explores some of the harder truths of
human existence, especially sadness,
sorrow and grief. Maybe it’s therapy for
his audiences? They certainly lap it up.
How important is the projection? “I’ve
not used Holonet before, there are five
songs where it’s in use. Song of I is
stunning, the dancing woman projected
is very powerful. A brighter projector
would be better, so balancing what I do
is critical but even so, it’s a stunning
effect. This is not a bold, bright and
brassy pop show in any sense, but it can
be very emotional.”
And the desk? “I was more than happy to
find the show was programmed to a Hog
- the Full Boar 4 is much like using the

CLOSE TIES
Tellson and Freer went to school together,
and it transpires we have Freer to thank
for Tellson’s presence in the industry.
“After a spell on cruise ships in the US,
I came back home in 1988 looking for
work,” says Freer. “My background was in
theatre, which is what I’d done on-board.
I called my friend, LD Simon Tutchener
[Madness, Bob Dylan, Queen], and he
suggested I contact Samuelson/Vari-Lite.
I got interviewed for a job at Vari-Lite by
Jim Douglas and David March but quickly
realised they wanted electronics
technicians, whereas I was looking for
something more analogue. But I told
them I knew a bloke who would fit their
needs. That said, I had to drag Tellson
away from his fishing rod.” Lighting’s
gain is angling’s loss . . .
I asked Tellson his opinion of Hawthorn’s
service. “I think they are a very good
company and I’ve worked with them all
over the years,” he admits. “The kit is
great and Dan Oswald, who looks after
the lighting rig and the screen, is one of
the best crew chiefs I’ve ever seen.”
VIDEO ENHANCEMENTS
The show is a pleasure to watch and
enjoy - the video content mirrors the
narrative thrust, though not always in
a literal sense - most footage is live

capture, filmed and directed by a Danish
film maker Lasse Hoile. Based in the UK,
he has been producing content for
Steven Wilson for years and knows how
to realise the artist’s ideas visually. The
poignant stop-frame animation is by Jess
Cope. Usually, video content in music
shows serves to enhance the band’s
performance on stage and the audience
experience in general. While that’s true to
some extent here, the reverse applies too
- the content is meant to be watched, and
the music enhances what we watch.
A happy contrivance that sees us steered
through a variety of deep emotions,
sometimes by the visual, sometimes by
the audible. When it’s purely an auditory
experience, the lighting takes a lead,
setting the tone and punctuating the
score. The fact is, it’s all been thought
through. As Foster said, what a lucky
chap Tellson is to have such material to
work with.
AUDIO
Wilson’s FOH, Ian Bond owns IPB Audio,
the company that provides all the audio
gear for this tour. “The system we’ve put
in here is L/R mains of d&b V-Series,”
Bond opens. “12 cabinets a side with four
V12 at the bottom, the rest are all V8.
I could have got away without front-fills,
but in the end we’ve used them; there’s
a L/R stereo pair of Y7P that take the full
FOH mix, and a single Y7P on centre
which just carries vocals and acoustic
guitars. There is another Y7P far-out-fill
on a stand out to each side of stage for
those awkward little areas immediately
adjacent the stage. I would have liked to
put Y-Series wide side hangs up in the air
as well, but we were on limited time to
get in here, so I’m using a small part of
the house EM Acoustics system -
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there’s a small line of four cabinets in the
extreme off-stage position.” I went up
there during soundcheck and they did the
job in terms of coverage, though right
alongside them is a longer hang of EM
speakers aimed more mid-stage that
effectively masks the transition between
the house EMs Bond uses and his own
V-Series mains. As such, there are a few
seats listening to a slightly muted HF, but
not so terrible in the bigger scheme of
things.
“I’ve also put six J-Subs beneath the
stage,” continues Bond. “The choice of
d&b for PA is quite simply because it’s
the only system I’ve used which I’ve really
liked. Yes, there are others, but they all
seem to fall down on one aspect - no
names mentioned, but subs can be an
issue with certain systems. With Steven’s
music, I need something consistent and
musical throughout.
“I like the V-Series top to bottom. I’ve had
this system for two and half years now,
and before that a Q-Series. At heart I’m

an engineer with some gear, although
clearly that is getting out of hand. IPB
started in Portsmouth 20 years ago with
me and a couple of cabinets on sticks for
pub gigs. This V-Series has proved a big
investment for me, but a good one.” IPB
also regularly services tours by Marillion
and King Crimson, so the gear is kept
busy.
Bond continues: “I also invested in d&b
M4 wedges and several Midas Pro Series
desks.” Bond uses a Pro9 for this tour. “I’m
a Midas user because it’s a digital desk
that doesn’t sound digital. That’s
important because for Steven it all comes
down to how it sounds. For example, he
has recently bought a new Telecaster,
a 1963 model, similar to one that belonged
to Syd Barrett and has a very distinct
sound. Very clean, it needs to be cranked
to get the sound he wants - arguably
louder than perhaps I’d like because of
what it beams into the room, but it holds
together in the mix. That’s my job - to give
him the room sound he wants. This a rock
and roll band in the end.”
WWW.LSIONLINE.COM • MAY 2018
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two kick drums, one of which looked like an 18” floor Tom turned
on its side. It’s a kit to be played, not to be shown off - and
drummer Craig Blundell is a master. “I use Audix i5s top and
bottom on the other snares,” continues Bond. “They give me
more oomph, a bigger, fatter sound - I use a fairly brutal EQ on
the snare low-end.

MIC’ING THE BAND
Speaking about the choice of mics for the tour, Bond says: “I’ve
got five musicians on stage - besides playing guitar, Steven also
has a small keyboard position upstage centre beside the kit.
Vocal mics are Audix OM7, I like them especially as they capture
everything within a two-inch proximity, then they stop. They
sound good and are tough - these have been around the world
enough times that they’re starting to lose paint, but they still
perform really well. Mostly, it’s Steven’s guitars that are
problematic and that’s why the OM7’s there. It’s all Audix on the
kit, apart from a Sennheiser 604 I use for one of his three
snares.” Three snares? “It’s a big, chunky-sounding 1980s snare
drum and the 604 is just right for it.”
This is a band of virtuoso musicians - the drum kit is enormous:
I counted 10 cymbals of various types, plus racks of Toms and
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“The guitar cabinets have an i5 and a Shure KSM32. Bass is
DI’d straight off the head, keys is six channels DI’d, the piano is
mono because I get a better, truer sound that way. Steven has a
laptop to feed various things like Hammond modules and
a Moog Voyager. There are five [d&b] M4 wedges up there, plus
the band all use Shure PSM 900 IEMs, Steven just uses one ear
bud - bad I know, but it’s mainly for click and vocal, so his
wedge mix does all the work. I feed the monitor mixes from out
front and my tech Dave Taylor has an iPad on-stage that enables
him to intervene.” Taylor interjects: “It’s just for levels and
yesterday was the first time they’ve asked me to do anything.”
He sounds almost disappointed . . .
“We went through everything in the show at rehearsals,”
continues Bond. “All tracks are adjusted then so there’s nothing
too loud that I’m having to fix out here. In that sense, this runs
as an analogue show and if I can figure a way to get it all on
a [Midas] Heritage, I will.” Bond has an H3000 in the IPB
inventory that he uses for Marillion. “The Midas Pro also saves
on real estate, especially important when we head off to tour the
more remote locations.”
Bond tells a story about a tour in India that took off in an
isolated city in northeast India, nestled between Bangladesh,
Nepal and China. “The PA we used, an L-Acoustics system,
came from a supplier on the other side of the country. It took 11
days to get there by truck, so I checked and double-checked my
equipment list. I had a Midas Pro 2C then, which was great for
portability, especially then and later on for festivals, but I ran out
of channels for this tour - 56 from the stage, plus two split for
Steven’s monitors, then with FX returns, guest channels, and
a pair of live mics to record every show . . . It soon mounts up.”
FINDING THE MIDDLE GROUND
What of the mix? “It’s based on keeping the levels sensible on
stage, so that I can put all of it in the PA,” says Bond. “I don’t
want anyone in the audience losing out - they need to hear every
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voice and instrument. There’s generally
a middle ground and we find it.
“At the moment, Steven’s in ‘turn down’
mode and always keeps the house sound
in his mind. I only ask him directly to turn
down if I really need him to and he always
responds - he’s great to work with in that
way. He has two cabinets on stage, but
one is switched off, a decision he made in
rehearsals, and it just provides a home
for his spare heads. He saw the simple
truth that the second cabinet just wasn’t
needed. Overall, there is a massive
dynamic range in the material. I confess,
I use a BSS DPR-901 for his vocals, but
I like to avoid compression wherever
possible - I just use it to take off the
proximity effect.”
Just as I thought we’d finished, Bond
surprises me. “We have also positioned
four [d&b] Y10Ps up in the gallery - we
find a place for them at every venue.
I feed them using a Shure wireless
system, which works great. Putting them
up there is well worth the effort. It’s all
surround backing effects - seagulls, for
example. There’s nothing rhythmic in the
effects we use - you certainly couldn’t
find a delay to the system that would
work for the whole audience, even
a reasonable part of it, but the acoustics

here at the RAH work really well for these
effects. Steven has several Grammy
nominations for his production work he’s remixed classic albums for King
Crimson, Yes, Jethro Tull and XTC - he is
very good and that applies to the
surround tracks he produces that I put
into the surround system.”
One of the shortcomings of the RAH is
that you can’t quite ‘walk the room’
during the show - parading the stalls
would be intrusive, poking your head into
boxes at any of the ‘wedding-cake’ levels
would be plain rude, and even the
Rausing Circle (fourth floor, just below
the Gallery) is not really on, so I can’t
comment on coverage during the show
other than to say I did visit all those
places during the lengthy soundcheck
and found coverage good everywhere. On
the stalls floor at show time, the detail
within the mix clearly reflected Bond’s
long association with Wilson. As Wilson’s
music took us on a pleasing exploration
of rock music since the ‘70s, so Bond
ably conveyed both the style of mix we
might expect, yet in contemporary
fashion - unlike in the ‘70s, the audience
could actually hear every instrument all
the time. If you’re intrigued, why not step
off the beaten track and give yourself a
treat - buy a copy of To The Bone. I

“Wilson’s music
explores some of
the harder truths of
human existence,
especially sadness,
sorrow and grief.
Maybe it’s therapy for
his audiences? They
certainly lap it up . . .“

PROUD TO SUPPORT STEVEN WILSON
‘TO THE BONE’ TOUR
Supplying lighting, video, draping and rigging equipment for performances
in the UK and Europe.
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